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Federalism la an application of the principle of
utilitarianism^ so to say# in 'the political organisation
of the states* In the condition of a particular time and
place it is a development towards decentralisation or towards
centralisation as the case may he# in order to secure the

*highest possible utility * Everywhere federalism is a cons
cious application* a remedy devised by human intelligence 
in case of troubles* It shows that men ere not forever 
abstained to depend for the form of their political organise 
ation on ’accident and force* but am create.suitable forms

pthrough * reflection and choice*# Federalism has always been 
considered to 'be the proper solution for the problem of racial 
minorities* It is a form of government and fairly large number 
of countries like the United States of America# Canada# 
Australia# Russia and Switzerland have adopted# Shore who 
have adopted federalism did so as a 'result not of tafira accident 
but of deliberate choice* federalism is always an outcome of 
necessity created by hard political# social and economic 
facts* It is the only form of government that has so far been

1* tfogi# Eobei# Who Problem of Federalism# Vol#XX# p.l05'J*
3* Ibid*# p.1060*
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found appropriate to countries of vast site divided into 
provinces with varying special problems of their own and 
inhabited Say people among whom there are cultural groups 
with an intense desire to preserve their uniquencess and 
Individuality# One Important test of ideal government in its 
being in harmony with character and requirements of the people
for Whom it is intended# and federalism is an ideal form of✓
government for people among whom there are considerable 
amount of diversity*

another reason why it has found welcome in several 
countries is that a© far as details are concerned# it can be 
adopted to the varying conditions of each country and it 
permits of all sorts of adjustment regarding* the distribution

CL.of powers# the location of residury powers and the method of 
constitutional amendment* It can be used successfully either 
to strengthen the centre or to maintain the autonomy of the 
parts of a high standard* As was remarked by Prof •Frankfurter# 
** there is no limit to its pliability and resourcefulness*'* 
Federalism is essentially a unifying force* this is one of 
its merits which is generally forgotten by those Who contrast 
It to its disadvantage with a unitary constitutional system*

la presenting the Bsgort of the Onion lowers eoarcdttee 
to the Constituent Assembly on the 20th August# 1947# Pandit 
J3ehru# the Chairman said*
«ee a* <Vfr *>*■ «v» *nft <n we «e we «*- «s» ew nr* ■*. ** ** e*> «e «* ew tm ** 4* aw e* s* w* <w* we we

3* PiasSefurter# ih© Public & Its GovsnvDenb# Pefer Smith# 
p*40*
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* Sfe are unanimously ©£ the view that it would Iso 
iojuriousi to the interests of the country to provide 
for weak control authority# which would be incapable 
of ensuring peace* of co-ordiuatiag vital mattes* of 
common concern and of speaking effectively for 'the 
whole country in the international sphere* at the same 
time* wo are quite clear in our mind's that there are 
mi^f matters in which authority moat be solely with the 
units and that from a constitution on the basis of a

. . unitary state would be a retrograde step both politically 
and administratively4* *

In India thus the Committee prescribed for a federal 
structure with a strong centre* Besides* the new constitution 
of India could not tear away from the basic assumptions of 
that still born federation* An Indian Federation was bound to 
bo centralised and the Act of 193S had recognised it* therefore# 
in India the most desirable course was to allow the old system 
to continue and as such the Indian federal union has an 
overtons of centralism* Ibis led Prof «&•£ • ifeeare to remark*

* Indian Union is a unitary state with subsidiary federal
efeatures’* * Br#8*P.*Ambsdkar who is regarded as the 

father of the Indian constitution wanted it to be for 
he said, * The word * Indian Union' indicates two things* 
vis* (a) that the Indian Federation is not the result of 
an agreement by the units and (b) that the competent

4* Constituent Assembly £>ebates* August 36th* 1947*
5* Calcutta feteekly* *£tetes** tbuifeer 34*
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4*units have no freedom to secede from itw° Shis makes 
complet© supremacy in the union Government*

In Indian Federation, the distribution of legislative, 
executive and administrative# powers of it is found that the 
union government has been vested with huge powers* It is 
natural that distribution of powers has not followed mg 
uniform pattern* 'ihis could not have been from either as 
Pso£«Ces1 Friedrich points, ^ such divisions of *compteaeies* 
that is the sphere within Which each mg operate# must and 
will vary according to tiime and space* Economic and social 
life, the military and geographical factors will play their 
role in determining the particular arrangement* All these 
varied influences are clearly disamible in the methods 
adopted by different federations* Xn India# M Ttm parliament 
has exclusive power to make laws with respect to any matter 
Included in the 97 itesra of list x called the Union Mist and 
the legislature of any state has exclusive power to sake 
law with respect to any of the 66 ratters enumerated in list 
II referred to as stated list* stoereas the parliament mid 
the legislature of any such state also have powers to rake

6* Constituent Assembly nutates, Vol*viI, ilo#i,
P*43*
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laws in regard to any ©f the matters listed in list III 
described as the concurrent list (Art 246)* Apart from these 
powers# the Pariiafi'aent has power to make laws in as^r matter 
for assy tertltcry not included in a state and At ©an also 
make laws with ejsfcra territorial eseatioa* Ibis is also 
supported by the court in subxamola© vs fftithuaraasgr case# 
in which the federal court states# 14 She Federal legislature 
hm full and exclusive power to legislate with respect to 
matters in list X and also power to legislates with respect to 
list II minus* isstters felling in list 1* ihe dominant position 
of the Central Legislature in rogard to matters In list I and

•3
Xtl is thus established* • Besides tikis# there is considerable 
scop® for «3spansi©n of Parliamentary coisgpet-ence# If the fcajya 
s&bha# which is the upper changer# declared by a resolution 
supported by not less than two-thirds of the msir&era present 
and voting that it Is * necessary or ©spedlenb in the 'national 
interest# “ that Parliament should roske laws with regard to 
any matter enumerated in tic state list# and specified in the 
resolution# (Article*2:43}*

Practice of Federalism?

In India# federalism has at tires worked behind the 
vision of constitution# In any country# the political system

?• I^thuswaisy Sufexareniam ¥s*# Federal Court tfoamal#p#9S»1940• 
8# Senfb&iiasa K«* 8aioa State delations In India#Asia#

Bostey#l360# p*S9*
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a country is not Juab its constitution in acting! but it is 
as amalgam of institutions# pmcesses and practices which tocwj 
ba constitutional antra institutional and ©von suilM^sstitut** 
lonal3t- -*i b©low the accepted norras of political behaviour.
Shus the history of a constitution in action is always very

>different from its spirit# and oven from tlie Setter of the
constitutional law* ‘la-* India# the constitution! framawoik * *
has been modified even without fornsal amaodmant# regardless 
whether the constitution is rigid or flexible* elobraf© or 
brief. Too Union State relations in operation under the 
impact of @0 so-called asetra-oonstitutionel phenomenon the 
process of centralised economic planning in the country all 
have contributed to the emergence of a strong centre# Biscues- 
ing the impact of planning on centre-state relations Mr«K« 
SJanthanom writes# 11 Planning has superseded the federation and 
our country is functioning almost like a unitary system in

Qmany respects** * 3?ref •Cacnsll joints ** £1 nee the launching of 
the five sfear Plants, Mr.Hehm and the Planning Commission 
have found the federal structure very irksome.*.# * ®h© urge 
for accelerated economic growth and ^tension of social 
services is the overwhelming social urge in India .Coesprohensiv©

©♦ Santhanam#K*# Union State Relations in India# Asia#
S®nbay.l960# p.57*

10. Cornell# F.c.# Political Implications of Federalism in 
Wesa states# 1961# p*5&-56*
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planning has bean undertaken wit}) a vim to giving this urge
m articulate esprsssioa# 9 it i® generally believed that
federalists suffer* m&t in a syat&n of planning, for planning
introduces a pees rful centralist direction in ce»tre«»8tat«

iirelations which f©d©rali«f» se*3ss t© prevent* ♦ %h& complaint 
that the operation of Five year Plans Isas nog® the ©©imtsy*® 
federal system function in almost a unitary way and has reduced 
the state autonomy to a marginal phenomenon# is widely held 
in India312*

she Planning Coaaftssion* Milch ms set-up Isy the govern
ment of India thresh a formal resolution in 3ferch#l930# "through 
an organisation free from the burden Of the day to day a&ainist-' 

ration# but in constant touch with government at the highest
i jipolicy levelr*l£he CoeiaAggioa wills

9 1) *Sak® an assasaruosst of the material# capital and hvsmn 
resources of the country# including technical personal#sad 
investigate the possibilities of augmenting such of these 
.resources m are found to be deficient in relation to the 
nations requirements*
Z) formulate a plan for the most effective and balanced 
utilisation of the country's resources#
3) ©a a determination of the priorities#define the stag* in 
which the plan should be carried out and propose the allocs* 
tion of resources for the duo collation of each stager

•*•*<**•» m*. am. **,<•*■**+*•

%U lurcher hmoM#Federelism & drowth in tfnider-
developed^ Countries# p#55 •

IS# Ganth&nmn &•# Qp#cit*«$#$@#
13# Cabinet Secretariat heaolutionCflasmiiig) ho#l#p <c)50# 

dated ISth March#195C#
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4) Indicate the factors which are tending to retard 
economic development and determine the conditions which in 
view of Idi® outran social and political situation# should 
be established, for the successful execution of the plan*

5) botermlns the nature of the machinery which will be 
necessary for securing the successful i^l^aentation of each 
stage of the plan# in all its aspects*

®> Appraise fro® time to time the progress achieved la the 
execution o£ each stage of tha plan and recossaead the adjust
ments of policy and measure® that such appraisal may shew to 
be necessary# sad

7) M^ce such interin or ancillary recommendation m appear 
to 1ms appropriate on a consideration of the prevailing 
economic conditions# current policies)# measures and development 
pm§mtmm or on an examination of such specific problems as 

may be referred t© it for advice by central or state govern
ments for facilitating the discharge of the duties assigned 
to it**4**

The Finance Commission is composed of altogether twelve 
members* The Prime Minister is its Chairman# and five of his 

important colleagues in the union council of Ministers are 
Ms members# and the Cabinet Secretary is the Secretary to 
the commission*

}

14* Cassette of India (Extraordinary) # Search i5tb#195Q# 
see 4 of th© Basolution*
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la order to adopt a five year plan to the shifting 
social ana economic situations* it is hrhfeen up into a 
series of annual plants* “Usually* in ffovorabar and beesssber 
every year there is a aeries of consultations between planning 
commission on the one hand and central ministers and the 
states on the ‘Other for reviewing the progress of the Five 
tmr Flan during the previous years* reassessing the resources 
and the technical possibilities and formulating an annual

4R
plan for the next year* #

From the above study of the cengoositioas of the planning 
commission* and of the planning process certain resonable 
conclusions relevant to UaioawStat* relations can be drawn* 
first* the composition of the coHciission is such that the 
formulation of a five year plan is done largely in the light 
of the accepted policies and decisions of the Central dovem- 
mmt and. hence* a plan comes to reflect predominantly the mind 
©f the centre* M one writer observes* * She power of the 
centre is so great that at the planning stage agreement will 
be reached reasonably close to the centre’s position*^’-'. 
Secondly# the role of the Finance Cocsrdsslon as an umpire 
in Union state financial relations has been rendered rec&pda?*t
ec sSe da epfr me dd da sc sd dd die ec ec sd dia de ee* cia *ae^ cd ee dc sic so ad ed ee ^ eei sd sd

IS* Sen s*ft»* Flamming Fbchinery in India* Indian Journal 
of Public Administration* vo!*V2i* ito*3# July«$ejJt*1961# 
p*7S*
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by the operation of the five year plasm# toy thifii Cotxdasion 
liaa m idependent sole to play m it tea to oak® recoetainde** 
tioae on the basis of the need® of the States already ascert
ained fey the planning commission will approving the state plains* 
At the ^hit# Finance CttRxaiaeioQ rogrotted# *th« sole Of the 
Finance Commission comas to be at best# that of an agency to 
review the forecasts of revenue and expenditure submitted fey 
the states and the acceptance of the revenue Element of the 
plans as Indicated fey the planning eCKsaiesiom for determining 
the quantum of devolution and graafc®-i»-aid to be mad® and at 
worst# its functions is merely to undertake an asithaaefcieal 
exercise of devolution* based on amounts of assistance for 
each state already settled by Planning Commission# to be made 
under different heads on the basis w. , ,v - -g.-o of certain 
principles to be proscribe'*1 * thirdly# a consequence of 
planning is the dilution of fiscal autonoKy of the states* An 
annual plan which is framed for the cotaraing year after annual 
plan discussions is formulated in the light of the planning 
commissions review of the budgetary needs ant available 
resources of the states for the coming year, fiance# in m far 
m tb* plan . : outlay in the annual budget is concerned# the

!§• Report of the third finance Cossaissioit# p*3$*
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»*stem have particularly no autonomy*

Although the function of the banning Comissioo in
merely advisory in nature# its actual cola baa Nun mere than
that* The tola has boon cm of the actual control* 5to give
sorao instants Which impinge upon state autGwoap# through its
hand hsforrai Division# tha Commission esainines the states
•land reforms schemas before they are introduced in the state
legislatures#|it7 through its prohibition section the wort on

ISprohibition in different states is coordinated* the basic 
principles of local development wjties programmes are set by 
the ces&inlssloa^* Hie Planning Commission also supervises 

the work of plan implementation# particularly in the states 
through advisers# end) of them being assigned a group of 
states# This catalogue of powers and functions of the planning 
Commission tiould show that its control over the states is 
quite large*

The crucial question related to Union-State relations in 
India in the content of planning is# * Can a state refuse to 
obey the directives of the Planning Gartnission or of the 
Union Hinistarias on a matter in the state list ? Or# can a

4fcJ<* Xh® Organisation of the oovecaaent of India (The Indian 
institute of Public /Ministration)# p*349*

1£« Xbid*#p#3$i*
,19. 2bid##P*350* ■
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state pursue a development scheme which has not hmm mm£«► 
lamed by the Planning cotarniasiea* Prm the constitutional 
point of view the state can* for the state1# power-in mtfeex* 
in the state list is# subject to certain c&nstltutdcnsl 
limitations* supreme and ualisatted# But in that case the 
state mmt he prepared to suffer the consecpjenee of non- 
MBpilaoee mth the directives of the centre* and the cense* 
quonce is stoppage of all central assistance* But it is 
obvious that no state would generally venture to tabs such 
a risk* the cwntfe has a monopoly of almost all the elastic 
and productive sources of inodes 'with the result that the 
states possess ccs^aratively in adequate static resources* * 
According to f^jassanaar S‘*V* in relation to planning* *fhe 
committee tents Hie planaing cosmnission to ha an independent 
authority* beyoat His political control* as now* of the 
central sxscutive* St should be made a statutory body by an 
Act of Parliament* % should consist wholly of experts* %a 
existing Planning Commission should im abolished* She Hew 
body should have m political fuction* and should merely 
provide technical apparalsml of plans and projects* Bach

v*mstate should have Its csss planning Board** *
***^***»****** '***•«*<<»*****►**•**» -**- <w •* 4* w* «•!' •» w
21* Bay Aisal* Inter ocjvenvsantal flesolutioae in India# 

Becnbay, Asia# 1967* p*122*
22* &ao ifeghavandfa K«* Paper red at Symposium# Centro 

atate Stations in India* HarHi 29th# 1979* p*5*
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5i.th regard to tfte utility of the Hanning Co®ais@i©a# 
Pandit Hahra pointed out 4a rise hek dabha la S©c«?fe«r#1963* 

that the Claiming Coisaftasioa has performed as esssatial task 
without it w© could not have progressed* we are a federal 
structure and it has served to bring the various states 
together and have an integrated planning# IS it had not been 
there# the central government could not have don© their jobs 
because immediately difficulties would have arisen that the 

central government was encroaching on the rights of the states* 
It is an advisory b©<^* I report it* and the states and the 
centra approach them and discuss things with them* himost 
everything that they have said about the states le after 

consideration end after reaching m agreement with the 
states* •

l&tlonal Bevelogmant Council!

in order to secure the support and co-operation of the 

states for the plan and to secure uniformity of economic 
policies all over tha country* the government Of India on a 

suggestion Of the Planning Comaissien est-wp 'the Jfotlonal 
ttevalopcoent Council#
****#**I(#«>#*W«>«»» •»«**#*»******'«lll ■*#»*»#*«*** «*•»

23* bek sa&fta spates, fbird sootas* Vol*;cau, as>*18#
Psceutser 11th# 1963* Colo *4268,
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It is realisation of this need that the Planning Comniiss- 
ion suggested in the toft outlines of the First Plv© tfoax 
Wlm* the creation of the fihtieaal bovelopment Council Which 
would be a **foruaw.* at which, from tine to time# the Prim* 
Minister of India and the Chief Ministers of the States can

24review the ashing of the plan and of its various aspects - ♦ 
She council was established in 1952 by Cabinet resolution, 
which defined its functions as follows*

1) **to revi®*# the working of the t^tienal Flan £im time 
to time*

2) to consider important questions of social and economic
policy affecting national development* and

■

3) to rscesraend laa&sures for the aehievemsfjfe of the afr*w 
and targets set out in the National Flan including 
measure* to secure the active pa rtiolpation and co
operation of the people j improve the efficiency of the 
administrative services# ensure the fullest development 
of the less advanced regions and sections of the 
community and through sacrifices borne equally by all 
citisena# built up resources for national aeval©pi»ant,, •

24* Administrative Reforms Commission Report of the study 
fteam# *Cantra*state Relationships#1# Vol*l# SepteEfcer# 
1967# p.101#

2S* ibid*#p*102*

r
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fojaaulatloa &M the plan after the Planning Cesiiaissl&n perhaps 
a sough draft in consultation with the central ministries 
and the gmmsmmtsi In the be*Sff«ouod of the perceptive
plan and affey its has bean approved by the central cabinet 
it is placed before the national jtarslopBettt council which 
represents the principle of cooperative federalism*

On the basis of the rscossnendatlcns of the council the 
schemes and projects ere suitably sjodified end sent to the 
Union Hinlstssle* and State doveraments as preliiainary inst
ructions* After they sUteait their plans to the cossidaslon* the 
later starts the work of iotagrating them into one general and 
compxehansivo plan for the whole country* Shus emerges a 
draft plan* After this there are long discussion between 
the Planning Coenmission and the representatives of Union 
Iiinioterios and state Omomwents to fisc the site and nature 
of the Central, Qovmtmmnt and state plans* Usage tentative 
conclusions are placed before the union cabinet and after 
it# approval are considered by the ifetioasl Bevelopaeat 
council* whose racommendatloim are taken into consideration 
by the Planning Cdnmisslon whan it gives a final shape and 
fora to the plan which after its approval by parliament becomes 
the official plan and is published*

sdOakoess in the process of consultation is most tangible 
at the primary and most important stage of the formulation of
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goal® and objectives and the adumbration of the strategy 
of planning* But the peurapeetive plan document la never 
taken up in the council. Alternatives within a given frame* 
work may be discussed and these take the fossa of readjusting* 
seldom more than marginally# inter-sectoral priorities and 
outlays but alteratives to that framewo^c are not presented 
to the council®26#

Administrative Beforme Commission gave the following 
suggessicn to the Central Government in relation to the National 
Bevelopsoat councils

1) H all basic questions of planning policy* particularly 
those pertaining to goals and objectives# alternative 
txmmtQx&s* strategy end crucial sectors should be 
placed squarely before the flhtional bevelopsenb'Council 
in time end debated there*

2) The council should give the highest importance to these 
basic Issues to help arrive at a national consensus 
keeping the national good in view* and#

3) The council should be assisted by a standing advisory
committee consisting of official advisers from each state*
the central mlniaterles concerned and the Planning 

27Commission* *

2$# Ibid* #p* 103*
27* Ibid** Paragraphs 6*8-6*10# p*i©6-107*
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National UawaZojment. Council baa been described
as & 'super cabinet*' * H#M#Bat©l# secretary of
the Government of India remarks* * she ifetional Ihrvelojxaent
Council is a body obviously superior to the Claiming Comedae*
ion# it is indeed a policy making b©% ana its xaeMSMadltioiis
cannt tut be regarded as policy decisions and not merely as

29advisory suggestions* ♦ Michael Sreeher# the political 
biographer of late Pandit Sfehxu is of the view that *it lays 
down policy directives invariably approved by the cabinet#
Since their inception the National development Council and 
its standing committee have virtually relegated the Planning 
Commission to the status of a research arm*3®# $rtlcfc Singh 
calls it * the highest national forum for planning which has 
in practice embodied and given informal sanction to the under* 
lying concept of partnership and co-operation between the

31centre and the states over the whole range of Government" # 
and which brings state governments into an organic relation
ship with the organisation of planning at the national level*3^# 
Also v«T#icrishnamchari also recommends its 'Vital role* os 
•it gives a lead to the country on broad issues of policy and 
promoted collective thlifting and joint action on matters of

28# Santhanam K*# 0p#eit.#p#47#
20# She Indian Journal of Public Ministration# October* 

OeceGober#19S9# p*46Q#
30# 8ihra* A Political BiogaKiphy#loadon#Oxf©rd VitUPress# 

4959#p*5ai#
31# Tlie Planning »*©c*s3#<3©vt*o£ India# Planning Commission# 

1953,p#33.
32# Ibid«»p#54#
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33national importance* *

She Hati©ml bevelopiaeat Council mm (a) to strengthen 
ana mobllse the effort ana resources of the nation in support 
of the plan# (b) to pncRioto ©coaeisic policies in all vital 
sphere# Co) to sewser© the balanced and sapid davai^iysnt of 
all pasts of the couafcry* ftae inclusion of all Chief Ministers 
and their approval of the schsiaa# ©£ the Planning commission 
gives a hind of sanction of the states to the scheme included 
in the plan# At present on any aspect of Contra-state relations 
the National development Council would he the only resource 
for establishing centre state relations on sound footing* ilia 
recent outlay for a dialogue on Centre-state relations eas 
held at last* She meeting of the cotrn&ttee of the national 
development Council was by all accounts a constructive ejcercise

Sr.le&davala* deputy Chairman of the Planning ccnrission 
who conferred the meeting* set the tone for meaningful dialogue 
by conceding in his address that*

* Shore teas a need for large transfer of resources from 
the centre to the states if the new priorities of development 
planning mm to be subserved* He had apparently persuaded the 
Central lenders especially to the Prime Minister end the

3S* Kriahamaehari V*l’*#0p.cit*p*67*
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Finance Minister# to adopt a mm flexible approach to the 
problem of Contes state financial relations»• •* • •

Cr#J^adai»la farther pointed oat tb&t thin question 

involved not only of larger transfer of financial resources 
fjm the Cants* to the States# but it has also increased the 
question as to how this is to he brought about* Ibis distri- 
butloa of transfers inter state between the states and the 
C|Sat*»/ efforts the state csovensaents saust snake themselves 'to 
raise additional resources.

1b this suggestion of Pr*3^adftt*ala# the Chief Ministers 
did not think it appropriate at this stage* and they also 
widely and sharply differed on the principles which should 
govern the distribution of control resources among the states.

Countering this the financial weaker and uader<Seveloped 
states# that' is Angara* fripura# iltaclml Pradesh# uSikkisa and 
felt that the centre should treat them ©a a special footing3®*

Andhra* Karnataka and Carsma and iSashmir expressed the 
view that the existing Qadgil Fomsula on sharing central 
resources formulated by a consensus in the National bevelopcoeiit 
council should bo retained# while others wanted the C&dgii 
Fonaula to he Modified •
.......WM*.........*.....*.*..*

34* Source** ^•Ksvelskar*s K«k«, Eaper r®& at symposium on
•Federalism* Ifoaory & Practice*# March 29«*3i*1979*

33. ibid**p*8»
36* Xhid**p*9*
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tn this direction on issdifiag th© Q&dgil Formula# the 
Chief Ministers of Bihar and Oxiesa advocated the importance 
of reducing Inter eta to disparities by placing states with 
a low resources baas in a position of parity with other*

“■Ihii suggestion was countered ty the Punjab Chief 
Minister# Who stated that this would amount to discrimination 
against states: which went nheaid as a result of their - own 
efforts* *

sails group consisted of eleven states Chief Ministers# 
©oputy Chairman of Planning Commission and the Bnion finance 
Minister# Which the national development Committee had set-up 
to reconcile the c©g$L<*x task of claims and counter claims*
That deputy Chairman and his colleagues refrained from presenting

30their views on the subject end advice only when needed •

Shis meeting has proved that the socio-economic develop
ment in India cannot be resolved by more generous transfer of 
resources from the centra to ths states* ©r.hafc&dwala himself 
has pointed in this direction it is again the responsibility 
of the centre to raise resources by way of taxes# credit

— •*•*«•**••*«*•»»•>«•

$?« 2bia»*p»8»
33# Ibid*#p*lQ*
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•external aid ate* This snakes amply clear that, only transfer 
of resources would he of little help in progress of Indian 
aconooy. fchat is moat required in India is a reapproach to 
the very federal theory**39*

The Bole of Political forties*

One of the very significant extra constitutional factors 
in a federal set up is the party system* it is the party system 
which determines in a significant manner* the urges for 
maintenance and articulation of regional diversities* "Doth 
the pattern of social diversity and the operation of tho party

i
system shape the comcomm formation In a significant manner

40and dstennine tho operational structure of federalism* *

The centralised direction of Indian federalism* could he
sustained through a single party dominance system till 1907*
Certain strains and stresses were created by the pulls and
pressure of regional diversities# hut uni«*parfcy dexainanee in
both national and state politics was able to absorb them but
"the existence widespread state centra conflict** as %r©n
Cfteiasr observes* * Ms tluis far been precluded by one party

41control of the central government and'most of the states* •
«»*•<»» «■«■«*«* «• •*■'*»****** *r*#«**»******i*ii*»»»<***ii»****«i*«»**

39* Xbid*#p*3»
40* Dr*sh\isla Virala* Ihe decent Trends & Issues in Union

State Halations in India* 39th nil India Political Science* 
Association*1979*p*17.

41* %r©n Miner* Pasty Politics in India*Chicago Uni*trass#
Wm lock, p* 22.
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In order to understand this aspect of central control* 
it is necessary to analyse the party organisation of the 
Congress* It is a garded organisation with ttandal cssaoittees 
forming the base and All India Congress committee consisting 
the strait# But in the Congress hierarchy it is the congress 
irking committee responsible to the All India Congress 
Cosiaittes which is the wlelder of real authority* The UfoiScing 
Comraittee# popularly known as the Congress High CoB*r»«d# is

42"the highest executive authority of the Congress # It has
“power to carry into effect the policy and performance1* of
the Congress and "to issue instructions” and "to superintad#

43direct and control all Pretest* Congress Committee* * Another 
powerful organ of the Congress is the Central Parliamentary 
Board which is set-up Joy the irking Committee " for the 
purpose of regulating and co-ordinating parliamentary activities 
of the Congress legislature Sorties* * The Central control 
over the State Oovenvaents level is ensured through working 
Committee and Parliamentary Board# particularly the former* 
formerly# the party constitution contained a rule that not 
more then one third of the member* of the Hording Ccranittee 
should he Ministers* hut It was removed in September* 1952*

43* Ray Amal# Inter Govt*Halation In India- A stu% of Indian 
Federalism* p*l2? •

43* Constitution of the Indian ^itional Congress (as amended 
at feh® Bhavmgar Session in January# 1961) Article XX#p*9S. 
Ibid*#Article XXVIZ*44*
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At the beglnlrig sfeidsing Coraalttae for instaac** as many as
4$

eight, members of the Union Council of Ministers have been 
included"* Uenee the discing Committee is essentially an 
adjunct to tb© Central Oovscnment* - •

She party resolutions which cemmr^L the Congress govern- 
meat in the states to pursue certain policies# are practically

Af>
those which have beea'pessed Say the 'Storing Committee # and
obviously# they reflect the thinking of the Central Q&mrsxmxxb*
Bence# the norms for action fcy the congress <knrernmsnts in
the states are largely set by the i-tea&iag Conoiifcen* The
basic policies are evolved at the top of the party organisation
which are passed on the State Governments for elaboration and

4?if^XSmentation »
c>Yg«.Y\iSeA^0'*''

Another party ®^v ’ * which facilitates central control is
4»

the parliamentary Heard * It instructs the leaders of the 
Congress fcegialativs portly in the states on the composition 
of the State Cabinets# and has power to reject any aaraa sent 
by a State Chief Minister for inclusion in his cabinet*5* As 

for instance# the j§»rful central intervention through the

4$« They were Patil# saojivayya# Sfcastri# fteia# Heddi#
Chavan# MrsuOandhl and Ram Sv&feag Singh*

46* Oadgll $*v»#The Govt.fc the Party1# Indian Journal of
Public Adffi»*#Vol#fll# an,4# October-aeesnber# 1957# p*25 *

47# Santhanam K, 'anion-state Relations in Zndla#Qp*clt*p*63« 
43* Aeal Ray#Inter Govt .Relations in Znttawi atu% of Indian 

fedemlism#p*i2P#
40* The Statesman# June 28th# 1962*
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parliamentary Board* we nay recall the "Katju episode* la 
Madhya Pradesh* 2a 195? after the death of Chief fillister 
Shifcla* K*£?*Katju* a stranger to Madhya Pradesh panties 
astd a Union Minister at tha time ° was ushered la as Chief 
Wsttr of l%dbya Pradesh under central direction"50*

She Impact of political changes in 1967 again la 1977
have been a profound alternation of the mwirosaeat of
Indian federal system* *$he Union party dominance Congress
party system has yielded place to a new competitive* diffuse*

51multisystem most of them have their regional base* * some 
of them are regional by conception* others are by defection* 
Naturally* they have to give more emphasis on the regional 
interests and righto than the national one for their support 
and survival* Shat is why they are strongly demanding for more 
state autonomy all the fields of political life* better 
economic condition to implement their programmes* so that 
they may fulfill their commitment to the people and can acquire 
their support and sympathy to get their grip tightened* But 
these are challenged* although not continuously but intexmitt* 
e«tly*by certain decentralising forces which guarantee substantial
#**••#•••«>*<••)'<■«•«••• *»«•*•«• «M «n <p» •»«•*»•» ** «• «M»
SO* denial 8*c.* An Approach to Indian Federalism* Political 

science Quarterly* ourm 1962* p*30#
SI* Br*ShUkla Virola* The Beeent breads & Issues in Union

state Halations in India* 39th All India Political Science 
Association* 1979* p*19*
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state autonoEy# and. put a break to tbs process of total 
integration which has been sat in msfclon in India by the 
powerful "Kelpie* that is national pim, wmsIve grants and 
party* Of^t such dasanfcraliising force is what E#^*ifeeere calls* 
the self-consciousness and self assertiveness of the 

regional goverzwwat*"9* which is slowly but perceptibly 
increasing in India* It is true that owing to strong party 
pressure this awareness of autonomous status and existence 
remain# frequently dormnt and cannot better* as articulate 
and vocal* But at times when the centre decides to make a

OLmajor and direct assult on state autonomy# or trios to encroach 
upon what the states* feelive really belongs to them# "She state 
consciousness transcends the rigidity of party loyalty# and 
becomes enormously active to challenge the centre*a- intervention* 
And this sense of state rights gain mm in strontgh whenever 
a powerful local leadership arises to give the resentment of

„53a state a thurst and focus* *

Khe general attitude of the regional parties is to articu
late es many radical* demands as possible# even a asperate 
nation«hood as and JSsali Bal were demanding* ihey are
*#*>»**wa**w**«i*i*«iwi****«>«»«>*«*>*iM«i*

52* stware K*C* Federal <Jevornrae»fc# p*256*
S3* My Ami# Inter Govsromental isolations in India-n study 

of Indian Federalism# p*129*
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in habit, to give all the blase to the Central covemraent 
for their failure# to ferlag any ftaidamatal change in the 
eocie-^conoraic structure of the state and take all the credit 
for themselves* For them regional Interests would he sore 
significant criteria than the national interest* If the 
ruling party at the centre is weak and disunited# it cannot 
properly deal with the stress* created by opposition parties 
of the various states* in this position the political behaviour 
of thesenfcral party system cannot be tough in dealing with 
the different opposition parties of the status* Soma tliae if 
the demand is heavily loaded and strongly supported lay most 
of the states and created a legitteacy in the -public mind* 
then those is no other alternative but to accept it that is 
the demand for more fiscal autonomy was accepted by the central 
government*

Politics has become a gams of opportunism# manipulation# 
bargaining# persuation and a cut-throat competition for

54political power * tfobodfer wants to leave the seat of power and 
others are busy to drag down those who are in power# may it 
be Congress tarty or tfamta tarty* fhsre is continuous interaction

34* br*^wkla#Vi»aia# Ibid*#p*18*
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among all the unite ©£ rolling part/ at both the l«v»ls, the 
Centre and the state* ifois hen given a great importance to 
the phenomenon of defection# sectionalism and diseidence* 
Previously it was the attempt to the Congress Rarty at the 
Centre to dislodge the nonMSoagrese sswarnmenta of the states 
with the help of constitutional installments President and 
Governors and to capture more and more states on® after one* 
But recently# Janata tarty government has evolved a new 
convention to dislodge their own party men f rom the Chief 
Ministership or to ask them to face the Assembly on the demand 
of the dissident groups of that State pasty* As a result three 
Chief Ministers ham iferwsh Tad&v Cutter Pradesh)# Karpoorl 
Uhakur (Bihar) and Mr«Devi ftal (iiarayaita) had lost their 
respective position* Consequently the factional intra-party 
conflict# among the different ccmstitufee&fc units (specially 
3hfl> and Jan Sangh) of Janata Party were become intense* for 
instance# this practice has been recently adopted in Uttar 
Pradesh# Bihar# Orissa# Himachal Pradesh and in Haryana* 
though this phenociena has not occurod frequently both in 
H©iru*s and Indira Gandhi's regimes but not this is also 
happening In Congress (Z)* Recently Mrs*Gandhi has not* only 
issued show cause notice to hi® party*© Chief Minister# 
Kr#Bevxaj Ur» (S&mabak) but she has dismissed him from the 
party for sis* years* It recognised that even if a top functio
nary had acted against the interests of party it would be 
undesirable to reprimand him puhlically* T&is# if a chief 

* Minister has acted a displeasure of high command to the point
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wtHis# it £mlt necessary to replace him# ho would bo told to 
accept gulxnrmtdriai assignment# But the question is in the 
present situation# whether lie would lilce to retire fro® the 
active politics and accept it humbly sod happily in the 
absence of undisputed* popular* national leadership 1? "Shese 
new treads have created a lot of difficulties in the party 
organisation and in the governments of the Centre as wall as 
States*®®* apparently this experience has not had a sobering 
effect on the Janata leadership* me intra*.party conflicts 
among the leaders at Centre and States were solved by a 
iaterparty communication* compromise and adjustment*

men a stilling party at Centra is disunited* indiacir- 
lined and there are sharp differences among its eonttitueat 
units* in the absence of undisputed single leadership* it 
cannot behave# neither with government of Its own party nor 
opposition parties of the states firmly* It has to evolve a 
consensus formula and has to adopt a policy of compx&misa and 
adaptation to ease the tresses and strains# coming free* the 
environment for its system maintenance and tension management*

Secestly we can perceive this trend in the political 
behaviour and style of rolling party in dealing with the

§S# lbid**p«19.
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opposition governments of the States* Ttm possibilities of 
mitboritarimi behaviour and style would be less* dosand 
for decentralisation and greater state autonotay would be 
raoro strongly vocalised and the coraplainta of toppling the 
State opposition eiiniateriee would be beard interiaittently5^*

In fact our constitutional structure is federal While
the «ottra<-con»titutional structure of all Sadia parties is 

57unitary * If the Cent#* is strong with an undisputed* effective 
popular national leadership every thing relating to its party 
and government's of the State would bo decided at the Central 
level* 2ha process of rule*»aaklng and rule application will 
be directed and controlled by th® Centra* In the reverse 
position* the strong state oriented regional leaders would 
try to fMLaete national politics*

'She All India parties do not show an agreed view on 
Union-state relations* s&m parties as aratwhil© J'an Saogh* 
Coir&nunist and the Congress to a certain extent are centralists* 
cut When they are holding powers in the State# they will 
strongly demand for for mors State autonomy and decentralisation, 
because of their particular political strategy and regional

56* Xbid*#p*20*
5?, lbid*#p*21*
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$upp>xt base e#g* cpx Cm), Insist while the Swatantm Party 
is eomndfcted to an ideology of decentralisation ©a and 
socialist in their eagerness to balance the claims of national 
integrity and regional antonoay are reluctant to find any 
basic conflict of interests 'Of the Union and the States# 
iSaturaliy# fro® tiro the politics of Unicn*st&te confrontation 
has no major interest* 2h@ major bound of alliance is provided 
by the attraction of power# She central leaders of different 
constituent units of Janata Party want to have their Chief 
Ministers*' in as may11 States as possible* it is an uneasy and 
ur^oisfortable ceeipromise of diverse interests end ideologies#

She Chief Minister of Jammu end Kashmir sheikh Abdullah
deplored the tread of the Centre to arm itself with more powers

i-.thereby slowly seating the power of the states* He pointed
that when the constitution was framed there ms & ‘peeular’ 
atmosphere prevailing stileh did not tress ©a the federal 
structure* At that tins it was felt that the Centra should 
hsv® acre powers# Maw after 30 years* things have become 
normal# fhere was a need to give a second thought to the

&£kquestion of Centre state relations • soon after this declaration 
by Ghsllch Abdullah* the cosamunisfc Party of India Joined the 
issue deciding to ‘launch a movement ©a the issue of Centro 
state relations# since the present relations have become an 
impediment to esetend the democratic right of the people 
furtiMjr tort |ma| r^arren^q,. ©J? ^^s^qpcsr jpul^»i£i Jhp .country# 
53. Indian ^ress* Bombay# February 2nd# 1978*
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Mr*(jraaex3ft ftetsgupta asked the people t© remember the 
experience of the dark day® of ©raargency and raiae the banner 
of dsniocrecy aloft a© that nobody dared to trample on their 
rights again* «• Meanwhile# £3r*Kashi Kanta iSoitro# leader of 
the Janata Party* strongly eritlsed both sheikh Abdullah and 
Mr*Joti Sasu for suggesting a nssveioeat on the issue of the 
recasting the Centre-State relations* Such a move would upset 
the process of unity In the country* «• Mr«koitza pointed# 
before asking for more powers for the states the sheikh should 
haw agreed to the deletion of Article 370 of the constitution# 
providing for special status for 3m&m and Kashmir* Mr*Har± 
Kishan Singh Surjet# CPI (W) palftburo lassiser* has suggested 

review of centre-state relations* He pointed that decentra
lisation of power would accelerate the i^aace of d^elopment ofgQthe states and ensure stability" •

Soon after tills suggestion of Mr*Kashi Kanta fbitxa* 
shaikh JfeSulah rejected the suggestion by various people that 
Kashmir could fall in line with other states*** He declared 
"The people of Kashmir will not agree to the abrogation of 
Article 37© of the constitution*** ©>® Shaikh further suggested 
that all the Chief Ministers and the ex«Chief Ministers be

59* Indian Express# Bombay# February 11th# 1978*
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invited to th© aetolnar m that they ©©aid relate their 
©s^parieacQd He supported the ©ove for a national defeat© ©a

&QInter-state relations •

£>r* Subrasanyam Swaray Bx-^mtibox of Parliamsnfc# reiteratod
his inland for scrapping ©f Article 370 of the constitution
which forstcsred & psychology ©£ aejsmMiso* Ey retaining the
Article# ® Me are aiding and abating** this psychology in
Jammu ami Kashmir as a result ©f which the shaikh today wanted '
esuteneioa of this article to other states* Or*Swany said and
added that people of the entire counfcsy should be allowed to
settle in Jmmx and Kashmir* M© further stated.. * dffiaond for
©tat© autonomy was "throughly mischievous dad covers political

61objective of the parties making thq demand* ♦

On this issue tfr i%n^oodripad# C*P*8* Oaossol
Secretary# ©aid that it would be "unwise* of Prim© Minister

43 ;

tfosaaftjl besai not to Join the dialogue# President Ssnjiv
had also joined the dialogue and was for devolution of 

authority from the centre to the states# She states who wanted 
to join the dialogue wore* Most Bengal# Jammu and Kashmir# c£aiail 
Nadu and Kerala* %f©racing to the possibility of Mr*Indira Gandhi
ee ee ee sm ee sp an* *s* <e© e# ess sre we mi ep we mm ee> -we ©■» ©» #© ee ew ©O' ew pe ew ep

60* Indian s&preas# BonSjay# February 13th# 1978*
61* Ibid.jFebruaty 12th* 1978*
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using the issue of centre-state relation for her own purgmm*
©he said * tn politics everybody trie® to everybody else*62

£x Psimm S-Sinister Morarji o®sai pointed that he was not 
opposed to any dialogue on the issue of mere powers to the 
states* hut nothing should he done to “create bitterness and 
mount tension"# In a country like India the centre should be 
©ad© strong# but certainly not at the cost of the states 0*^* 
He pointed cut reasons a® to who make the stated weak# pin* 
pointed that * ons party rule at the centre as well as in the 
states was no good*^« A strong centre# he continued# would 
not put pressure the centre "• £ will neither pressurise any
state nor allow cysolf to be pressurised by any state .65

*2he central leaders of the party are expressing different
opinion with regard to their intra-party conflict© and on
policy matters# Th® legitimacy of their action is not'based

66on rational# traditional or charismatic ground" • In "the 
absence of the above element# the legitimacy of the central 
action is widely suspected and the political system ia put to

62* Indian Express# Bombay# Hatch 9fcb# 197©«
63# Ibid*# Harsh 9th# 1978#
64* Ibid** March 9th, 1978#
65 # Ibid*#
66* Has 3fcher# *Ztm Sheoxy of social & Economic Organisation*,

: u - ,7##F,328»
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savoro strains* When leadership of party 1© criticising Its 
own party leaders and government cannot justify central 
action and satisfy its own contra! and state loaders of 
different 'units* how can it create an environment of mutual 
good-will# adjustment and co-operation with other opposition 
parties of the states ? One® the genuine complaints of the 
states could be removed and the legitimacy of the central 
action is substantially ensured* the edge of regional discontent 
will soon be blunt and an 4sWhphere of rautal good will and 
trust will arise* It will then become possible to make an 
extensive and fruitful us® of the various devices of co
operative*' federalism and avoid any bitter union-etato

6’"1controversy* Out this could be possible only when the political 
party in the centre has not to bother for Its own existence 
in the face of bitter intra-party conflicts and divided 
leadership*

Federal theory today has advanced and co-operation 
between the centre and states is the guiding principle for 
centre-state relations* $he aim of all societies is to obtain 
a best fossil of Qovemaenfc* tn India federal theory needs 
a combination of fiederalisad adroinistsation and centralised 
legislation* *fh© hue and cry raised over fend ©gains would 
be meaningless only on political grounds* Federation is not
M#«ii«i<ise»ii«sei)«is>fe«»ifefe«ftiR)ei«ifesi«is»«i«»«fe mm mm mm mm

67* Amal fscy* tension Areas in India's Federal System* p# 149*
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easy to woifc# unless proper aon and suitable machinery is * 
introduced# Jls' no constitution is bad as long m tl*e &aopla 
eh® eosls under. it have tti® *efll‘s to woifc within the e®nstitu«* 
Mon# in the aarae nanaer# the success o£ federalism rests# 
to a very ’great extent on the capacity of the people to woxlc 
together in a spirit of co-operation#


